Eribay-Riddle Aeronautical University

Embry-Riddle Flight Team Competes at Melbourne

By Dan Miluo

The past Friday and Saturday March 26 and 27, E-RAU Flight Team flew down to Melbourne for a precision Air Meet with FIT. Upon arrival we were greeted with the excellent hospitality of the FIT Flight Team and the Alpha Eta Rho Chapter at the school. They provided us with housing, transportation... and a good time!

As far as the actual competition goes, FIT was the overall winner by a point score of 785 to 711. This in part was due to their excellent 100% attendance. It seems due to the fact that we had very little success in some cases. While FIT has been preparing for its national air meet later this month.

By participating in this event we have gained a valuable experience in actual competition along with helping FIT win the overall competition coming up later this month.

Erau Spring Flying Big Success

By KJ Johnson

The Buch Spring Flying Big was held last week and was probably the greatest thing to happen on campus in a long while. Performances by Scott Goodwin and John Sciore of the Alpha Eta Rho chapter heightened the atmosphere. Also, good weather made the flight show go off without a hitch. Overall, E-RAU Air show was a huge success.

Top Story:

Two pilots on our team took part in the air show. Scott Lohmeyer and Jeff Butler performed a variety of maneuvers for the crowd. They were very impressive and definitely had the audience’s attention.

TEAM FLIGHT COMPETITORS:

Wes Osterwald, Jim Miluo, K.C. Silver, Tom Chapman, Jay Lekki, Steve Robertson, Ed Baldwin

We earned first place in two events including the precision and the power on accuracy landing competition. K.C. Silver and Tom Chapman placed first, respectively. The other events were flown with a mix of pilots, including Janie Luce and Jared Zarnes. However, we forgot to mention Steve Robertson who also contributed to our success.

Eagle Valley

The E-RAU Flight Team also placed in every event that we entered this year. Special thanks to the pilots who were a part of our team. We are all proud of our great success.

Congratulations to the Winners of this Year’s Greek Week Activities

Delta Chi Fraternity for the time and energy devoted in getting the work done. Thank you Tom and the other great ladies. I know you did your best!

EAGLES Triumph 8-71

By JP McVeigh/STAFF EDITOR

As unbelievable as it may seem, the Embry-Riddle Rattlesnake 8-71 base team lost to the Bethune-Cookman Football team 8-71, Saturday, Oct. 17th. Although the Eagles were favored, they were defeated by the underdog team.

The Eagles were down by six runs when they came back from the deficit. They were able to catch up and even things up, but unfortunately, they were unable to take the lead. B13 wrote a letter to the editor expressing his disappointment with the result. The Eagles face another tough game against Rollins this upcoming week.

ACKNOWLEDGER

The Eagles defense made some key defensive plays that don't often happen. (See note on page 5)

A.T.C. Tucker - Newly appointed Flight Instructor, works for the Federal Aviation Administration. He is available for instructor testing.

Mr. Foster and Mr. Tackler are experienced instructors with over 20,000 hours each. He has been in aviation education for over 20 years. Not only has he taught flight instruction at a few of the schools for which the author has taught, but he has also taught flight instructors at both the undergraduate and graduate level.

At last the final issue of the spring trimester is out. The Avion wishes everyone a successful semester and is looking forward to seeing you weekly again in the fall. The Avion will be printed every two weeks during the summer.
LETTER TO THE EDITOR

It seems a student papers have seen the end of the Bridge
Ballet, which will be held in this month's administration.
April's performance will be at one o'clock, in the main
auditorium. The students are very excited about the
dramatic end of this week's events. The administration
is very proud of the hard work and dedication of all the students
involved. We look forward to seeing everyone there!

The Inter-Fraternity Council

THE INTER-FRATERNITY COUNCIL
WILL LIKE TO THANK THE FOLLOWING
PEOPLE FOR THEIR HELP OR ASSISTANCE
OF GREEK WEEK:'

VISTA BAY
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
LON LEROY
EPC HAMMOND
GREG NELLY
DELTA CHI SAINTS
MILLER BEER
COMPANY
FPM
WURF RADIO
THE AVION

AND A VERY SPECIAL THANKS TO:
"BILL PIPER (OR MANAGER) FOR HIS
EXCELLENT ANNOUNCING JOB!"

AND CONTRIBUTIONS TO:
ALPHA PHI RHO,
SIGMA CHI,
DELTA CHI AND LAMBDA,
ALPHA KAPPA-
RTAIN VENDORS.

Klyde Morris
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Teachers Annoy Students

By KNIGHT

DAYTONA - Two teachers, Dr. Collasford and Mr. Waddell, at
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, have been charged
with maintaining improper attitudes with their students.

Dr. Collasford, a chemistry professor, started
traveling through the campus in 1976. During
this period, he was accused of inappropriate
behavior towards female students. The university
responded to the charges and initiated an investigation.

Mr. Waddell, also a chemistry professor, was
found to have maintained inappropriate
attitudes towards male students. The university
also responded to these charges and initiated
an investigation.

New School Policy?

By KNIGHT

The school announced a new policy that will
be implemented from the fall semester.

The new policy will require all students to
complete a mandatory training course on
sexual harassment and inappropriate
behavior. The course will be offered to
all students at the beginning of each semester.

The policy also includes measures to
prevent sexual harassment, including:

- Implementing a zero tolerance policy for
sexual harassment
- Providing support services to
students who have experienced
sexual harassment
- Training faculty and staff on
sexual harassment prevention

This new policy is a response to
the recent incidents of sexual harassment on
campus. The university is committed to
creating a safe and respectful learning
environment for all students.

Attention Graduates:

The graduation ceremony will be held at the University Center on
Saturday, April 11, 1980. The event will begin at 2:00 PM.

If you wish to participate, please register by visiting the
Office of Student Affairs on or before April 10th.

The ceremony will consist of several
activities, including the presentation of diplomas, the
national anthem, and the announcement of the
winner of the annual speech competition.

For those attending, transportation to and from the
University Center will be provided. Please make
arrangements to attend.

In addition, the university will host a reception
immediately following the ceremony at the
University Center. This will be an opportunity
to network with fellow graduates and faculty.

IMPORTANT:

The university has implemented new security measures
to ensure the safety of all attendees.

Please make sure to arrive on time and follow
all instructions provided by the security personnel.

In case of inclement weather, the
ceremony will be delayed. The
university will provide updates on
the website.

Trouble Picking Up Babies?

By KNIGHT

How to handle the situation

Don't panic! The
university has implemented
effective protocols to
handle the situation.

- Designate a
specific area
for parents to
wait with their
babies
- Provide
adequate
infrastructure
and
services
- Encourage
parents to
sign up for
the
university's
parenting
program

United Pilot Slots

CHICAGO - United Airlines has
announced a new program
that guarantees pilot slots for
all United Airlines pilots.

The program, which will be
implemented in three
phases, will ensure that all
pilots receive opportunities
for advancement and
growth.

Phase 1: Pilot slots will be
allocated based on current
seniority and performance.

Phase 2: Pilot slots will be
allocated based on future
seniority and performance.

Phase 3: Pilot slots will be
allocated based on a
combination of current and
future seniority and
performance.

This program is designed to
address the needs of all
pilots and ensure a
consistent
approach to aircraft
assignment and
discipline.
Baseball (from page 1)

As the final inning wound down, the fans in the stands began to stir. The scoreboard showed a 5-4 lead for the visiting team, and there was a sense of tension and excitement in the air.

The home team, however, was not done fighting. With two outs and a runner on third, the batter stepped up to the plate. The pitcher, known for his fast ball, threw a curve that caught the batter off guard. The home team's fans held their breath as the ball sailed past the batter's hands.

But the batter was not one to be deterred. He dug in and launched a powerful line drive into the gap in center field. The catcher, known for his agility, ran towards the ball, but it was just out of his reach. The fans erupted in cheers as the home team regained the lead.

Stay Away from the Measles

By Vermaurie Brown, E.R.A.U.

During the next several weeks, large numbers of children will be getting their second shots against the measles. Vermaurie Brown, nurse for the Roswell New Mexico Health Department, oversees the clinic.

With the current outbreak, many parents are concerned about their children's safety. Vermaurie Brown explains that the MMR vaccine is safe and effective, and that the side effects are minimal.

She recommends that parents keep their children up-to-date on their vaccinations to prevent the spread of the measles. She also emphasizes the importance of good hygiene practices, such as frequent hand washing, to prevent the spread of germs.

Possible Cure for Insomnia Announced

By Wijnannen Staff, Reporter

WASHINGTON — The Department of Health and Human Services today released new information concerning a possible cure for insomnia. The announcement was made by Dr. Zima, a noted sleep specialist.

Dr. Zima stated that a new drug, SleepLight, has been developed that could help many people suffering from insomnia. The drug works by slowing down the body's natural rhythms, allowing for a more restful sleep.

Dr. Zima also emphasized the importance of a healthy lifestyle in combating sleep disorders. He recommended activities such as regular exercise, a balanced diet, and a consistent bedtime routine.

Delta Airlines Coming to Daytona?

By Dick Atchley

Delta Airlines will be serving Daytona Beach starting next year.

Delta, the second-largest U.S. airline, has applied for a charter to serve Daytona Beach. The application was filed with the Federal Aviation Administration and is currently under review.

If approved, Delta would begin service to Daytona Beach in 2024, offering daily flights to and from the city.

This news is welcome to local officials who have long been advocating for additional air service in the area.

The new route would also open up new economic opportunities for the Daytona Beach area, as it would provide easier access for potential tourists and business travelers.

Free Beer!

Free Food!

Free Sun!

E-RAU/DBC

Annual Beach Party

Saturday, April 7 12:00-5:00 PM

Ponce Inlet

Owned by the student photo headquarters
Saudi Arabian Students at Riddle's View

by Sandy G.

Two weeks ago, the Pacemakers enjoyed a "Why File Ride" in and around the Cape, with stops at the various beach communities and local landmarks. The Pacemakers, a group of predominantly Muslim students from Saudi Arabia, enjoy socializing with local people and experiencing the culture of the United States.

The Pacemakers, led by their President, a second-year student from Saudi Arabia, said that they were surprised by the hospitality they received from the locals. "We never expected to be welcomed so warmly," said the President.

The Pacemakers have been living at the R-E-A-U apartment complex and are very active in the local community. They are involved in various activities, such as cultural events and charity work.

"We are very happy to be here," said one of the Pacemakers. "We are learning a lot and making new friends."

The Pacemakers hope to continue their involvement with the community and to spread awareness of their culture to the local population.

---

Pacemakers Peddle Long-distance to the Cape

By Sandy G.

The Pacemakers, a group of Saudi Arabian students living in the United States, have been peddling a long-distance to the Cape.

The Pacemakers, who are studying business in the United States, have been peddling a long-distance to the Cape.
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Sigma Phi Delta

By PD

The past weekend was old-
dated—just about all the bro-
thers of Pi chapter, with some-
corresponding actions scheduled for all three days. Things were well, though, and all with a smile.

The weekend began on Fri-
day evening as some of the bro-
thers once again indulged and righted some wrongs. It was rumored that the bar's lights were much required by the entertain-
ed effort of a few of the bro-
thers.

Saturday's beautiful sun-
shine saw several brothers be-
come gatherers. The news, as is
the case, had become an event.

Delta Chi

By Ed

This past week has been unusually active for Delta Chi at Greek Week itself down to that great, annual biology book in the sky. This year's campaign of Greek fun was a great undertaking by the Inter-
fraternity Council, and even-
though it was the first actual Greek Week put on it, it came off with an enormous bang.

Friday was, of course, the day for the banquet to be held at Sam Lena Restaurant. Final word on arrangements will also come from Tony, but it would seem that the banquet will begin around 6.

Waterbeds are strong.

Of course we don't recommend parking your car on a waterbed. Waterbeds were developed for one reason only: safety. Despite the outstanding comfort. the water in your waterbed is not a substitute for a good night's sleep. Good bed plains will keep you in top shape.

PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT WITH NEVERUS!

The Industry's Best

3 REASONS WHY
NEVERUS IS THE BEST! 

1. THE MOST SCIENTIFICALLY DEVELOPED MATERIAL ON THE MARKET TODAY

2. NEVERUS RUSTPROOFING "REBELS" THE MOST POPULAR "AUBURN MORTAR!!"

3. ALL OUR PERSONNEL HAVE GREAT EXPERIENCE, EXPERIENCE, EXPERIENCE, APPLICATION!!

Rustproofing 761-9242

DONALDSON ENTERPRISES

2820 90, Ashley Ave.

Daytona Beach, Florida 32018

Have A Soft Landing

Daytona Waterbed Center

Waterbeds made for comfort. But not all waterbeds are made for comfort. Some are made for comfort with a side of style. At Daytona Waterbed Center we bring both together to create a dream bedroom. The best comfort is in a Daytona Waterbed Center bed. Come and see us today. We provide free delivery.

Incluedes: Head Board With Built In AM/FM Stereo, 8 Track and Cassette, Pedestal, Mattress, Safety Liner And Frame.

$799 COMPLETE

WHEETERS

FITTED SHEETS

PADS

SPREADS

PILLOWPACKS

PATEMENT

SPECIAL: $34.95

Frame, mattress, and Safety Liner

All Beds Come With Frame and Free Set-Up & Delivery.

Lower Prices Than Anyone Anywhere On Competitive Waterbeds and Accessories.

2025-2027 S. Ridgewood South Daytona 761-5880
When the jump plane pulled up over EARA, it was far
August out the appearance
of a huge flower garden
spread out at the maxi-
num field. A few minutes
later, after the wind shifted
during the safe, the first two
planes left the plane. Kevin
Kearns was first, followed by
Jar Cunningham. Kevin had
voted for air sport (for sport)
- to regularly supply the
plane over the next point —
but he was awed by the
unheard "Hi. Hi. . . no
Hey." After Kevin’s perfor-
mance at the last drop zone,
it was actually suggested that
he make this one himself, with
a huge head, thrown out of
the plane upside
down, with a live pig strapped
to his leg. This idea was
accepted due to a probable
safety hazard.
After they left the plane,
Jay and Kearns maneuvered
together in a side-by-side forma-
tion, then turned and flew
over the U.S. Parks. Kevin
Kearns then flew out of their
freefalling position with the
smiling of a striking. The
cheers of the crowd could be
heard about 200 feet as far as
the first two April Fools continual.
His jumps were clean and
natural in first, demonstrating
his confidence in his ability to
hit the target. Kevin
Kearns’s second jump
was a confident jump (for some
you that is a big jump) and made
his tandem jump
one of the most impressive
cases of the event. Things
were happening fast by then.
As the other three drops had
already started from the airplane
and pop-off horns echoed
come.
To the accompaniment
of John "Village" boy-horn,
comedy, Barbara, Shae,
Gary Maclay, andavec. .
Kathy Kearns will
- turning complications, guests
in three windows. Those
were the last of Randy Skelton.
hard
- on. However last weekend,
Kev Barrow, Greg Gabay, John
Henry (Wells), McGoff, and
Randy Skelton got their first
"Magic" experienced with jumps
from: Mr. Douglas, "Spindle"
Orso. So, truck for their
as future EARA-ephine slides,
we aren’t too

This coming weekend will
be a spectacle of strange
and wonderful events at Atera, as
the EARA club tries to break
a world record. The largest
formation of Skydive jumpers
from the same school was built
by Skydivers from the Universi-
ty of North Carolina. Our
program then to fly an all-
Riddley Van performing over
Aberdeen this weekend. Be
there Aloha.

By Doug Baldiz

At the EARA Wrecking Crew
the Big Blue Wrecking Crew
inspired the names of four serious contenders for
the title as a superpowerz
in comic books. The four names
in the powerful EARA Crew 50
Banier of the event was
the EARA Wrecking Crew to capture the championships.

Capt. Leo L. Lafrance,
Ph. Nr. 255-8616
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The ROCF 8th Party Saturday turned out quite well
and took a Pub/Christmas as was
delicious by the break shortage.
Fortunately the Pub, got a bold
of more stock and nobody went
away hungry. Judging by all
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EURA

By Richard Belloni

The last of this trimester's full crew of "crew" will be welcome home Friday night at the "Cob Cottage" on St. John's Road. Dr. Leonard Klinger, Facultative Operations Manager for Eastern Airlines, Dr. Klinger spoke on the subject of aviation and the general and specific dangers of flying in general and how to prevent accidents. He also discussed the role of the pilot in the maintenance of the aircraft and the importance of thorough pre-flight checks.

AERA

MTG CLUB

By Frans Klinkenberg

The AAAR has set aside a special fund for Thursday night's 100th birthday party at Grafer's of which will be held at the Galerie Club. The price is $5.00 per person. Food will be served by Mike's own private menu and the drinks will be supplied by the AAAR. Cocktails will be at $2.00 and a master of ceremonies will conduct the evening and entertainment. The fun will be enjoyed by all and all will have a good time.

AFROTC

By Andy Star

Now that we have come to the end of this trimester, let's take a look back into what we've accomplished. We started the year with a new leadership style that proved very effective and made great progress into having a defined structure and functions. Soon after that the departmental council through the appointment of the General's position with a new leader for next year. The social events were also very successful last year. Our congratulations go out to President: Randy D'Andreado, Secretary: Brian Fitzgerald, Treasurer: Gary Tappman, along with the rest of the crew. We are looking forward to next year's events.

BOILING

By KW Johnson, Staff Reporter

To start with, last week's weather was perfect for boating, but it was a bit too cool for those who were looking forward to spending time on the water. The lake was calm and the wind was steady. The crew was very happy with the results. The evaluation of this year's season has been very positive.

SUMMER GRADS

If you would like to receive a copy of the PHOENIX '79

You must complete the below form or come by the Phoenix-Avon office

April 19, 1979. The cost will be $5.00 for mailing of the yearbook.